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On 27 March twenty year ago, China's first intellectual property agency based outside mainland China ----

the China Patent Agent (H. K.) Ltd.--- was established in Hong Kong.

At the time, the word "patent" was strange to most Chinese in the mainland, and meant "franchising" in

Hong Kong, still under the British reign.

On the very first day when the Chinese Patent Law entered into force a year later, nearly 500 out of the

970 foreign patent applications received by the Chinese Patent Office were filed through the China Patent

Agent (H.K.) Ltd..

In April of the year, the China Patent Agent (H.K.) Ltd., still in its fledgling stage, launched the China Patens

& Trademarks, the first bilingual English-Chinese journal on intellectual property published ever and the

only one of its kind even today in China.

Twenty years have passed. The terms "patent" and "intellectual property" are today's frequently used words

in China and in the world, and the China Patent Agent (H.K.) Ltd. has developed into one of the largest

and the strongest intellectual property agencies in China, providing a wide range of legal services covering

all the fields of intellectual property, patent, trade mark and copyright, and prosecuting more than ten

thousand patent applications annually.

The success story of this IP firm mirrors the success of the entire IP cause in China.

China is forging ahead and the world is advancing. Before the intellectual property cause in China lies an

arduous task and a long road, as well as a bright future.
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